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About this book 

 

One of the first questions that a teenage girl asks her mother or 

older sister is “How will I know if he’s right for me?”  

And the answer she’ll probably get is: “Don’t worry my love. You’ll 

know when the time comes.” 

It’s such an unsatisfactory answer! But then of course no-one 

really knows what to say. And so we tend to do as women have 

done throughout the ages – we follow our hearts.   

Interesting how entrepreneurs are advised to write business plans 

and draw up spreadsheets with pros and cons when embarking on 

new projects. But when it comes to matters of the heart which 

involve decisions that can have lifelong consequences there are 

no plans or spreadsheets to work with. You could be making the 

most important decisions of your life but you are essentially on 

your own. 

The truth is that even though we may only be following our hearts 

we still need some practical advice so that we can be more 

confident of making the right choice.  Sometimes we only crave a 

little confirmation to assure us that we are on the right path.  It’s so 

difficult to be sure that we are making the right decision if we don’t 

have access to the right kind of guidance. 

Of course there are those lucky ones who recognize Mr Right 

immediately and continue to have those enviable relationships 

that are said to be “made in heaven.” But there are many more 

who haven’t yet found the answers to their questions. And they 



are still hoping and wondering what to do. 

Which is why I wrote this book - to give those who are still living on 

hope the equivalent of a business plan - a gameplan that can help 

them to make the decisions that are right for them. 

So if you are looking for Mr Right - or if even you think you may 

have found someone who could possibly be the answer to your 

dreams but feel that you would still like to have a little more 

quidance to help you with this important decision – then this book 

is for you. 

I trust that you will find many if not all the anwers you need in the 

following pages. 

Good luck with your quest. 

Sandra Fisher 
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What is Love? 

 

“Love is not love which alters when it alteration finds 

Or bends with the remover to remove 

O no it is an ever fixed mark 

A guide to every wandering bark” 

William Shakespeare 

 

These lines come from Shakespeare’s famous 21st  sonnet “Let me not 

to the marriage of true minds admit impediments.”  It’s the most 

beautiful love poem I have ever read.  

And do you know why these particular lines have the power to move 

me so?  

Because of Shakespeare’s intuitive understanding of the real meaning 

of true love right there in the very first line: 

“Love is not love which alters when it alteration finds.”   

Just think about it.  We all change over time.  Life changes us. 

Problems change us. We begin to lose the beauty of our youth.  

But true love endures through sickness and in health as stated in the 

marriage vows.  

It endures through youth and old age; and it can remain constant even 

through disfigurement.  It endures no matter what changes the loved 

one undergoes. 

How many times haven’t you seen elderly couples, ungainly people or 

really unattractive couples walking down the street hand-in-hand?   



This is what Shakespeare was writing about. Love goes far beyond 

appearances. 

And then he adds: “love is not love that bends with the remover to 

remove.”   

It’s Shakespeare’s way of saying that true love will not allow anyone or 

anything to interfere with or break up the relationship. No matter what 

obstacles may arise to derail it, true love will endure.  

No jealous girlfriend will be able to tempt your man away from you. No 

jealous slander will poison his mind against you. True love will ignore 

all attempts to ruin your relationship. 

I could go on and on but I think you get the idea. 

The bottom line is: do you want any less for yourself?   

I’m sure not.  You don’t have to set your goals any lower than this. 

So with that in mind let’s turn the lens to your own relationship so that 

we can take a look at the kind of love that you want and deserve. 

So you have High Expectations!  

Well, rightly so. You’re entitled to have them. You know what you want 

and need when it comes to finding your Mr Right - the love of your life.  

Excellent!  But there is a caveat to keep in mind at all times and it’s this:  

we aren’t all perfect and you can’t expect the impossible from anyone.   

So when you go through the following book, don’t expect your boyfriend 

to score 100% on every point.  You really shouldn’t expect him to be 

perfect because even if he does score a hundred out of a hundred, it 

probably means that there is something decidedly fishy going on! And 

you don’t want to be hooked up with a fish do you? 



We all have our faults and so we have to be tolerant of the faults of 

others – sometimes even more so when it comes to our partners!  But in 

truth, it is often our imperfections that really make us unique – and even 

interesting.  So don’t be unreasonably hard on him. Even if he is Mr 

Right he can never be perfect. 

So use this book as a guide and don’t expect the impossible because if 

you do, you will be doomed to disappointment.  The real value of this 

advice lies in its ability to help you to think more clearly - especially if 

you happen to be going through an emotional time.   And we all go that 

route at some time or another. If you are going through a difficult time, 

realize that it happens to all of us.   

When a situation is fraught with emotion, it’s difficult to think clearly. 

Fortunately for you, help is at hand in the shape of this book.  

As you go through it you will find that it raises many important questions 

about you and your Mr Right. And by the time you have reached the 

end you will have gained a much clearer idea of what you need and 

want from your relationship.  Specifically because it is set out logically 

in black and white before you, you will find that it gives you much 

greater clarity.  It will help you to find the answers that have eluded you 

until now.  

So go through it slowly and think about your answers carefully.  It will 

probably help to write your thoughts down on paper.  (Be sure to burn 

your notes later! If you are truthful you won’t want anyone to read 

them!) 

But right now, just before you move on to the study of your relationship I 

think you may want to read the following. 

 



The Power of Love 

Love has many dimensions and there are many examples of the power 

of true love.  Being in love is just the tip of the iceberg or if you prefer, 

the icing on the wedding cake. There is so much more to real love. 

I gained a better understanding of it from a rather personal story.  

Those who know me will recognize that I’m talking about my sister.  I 

asked her if I could repeat her story and she said, “Sure!  If it will help 

anyone.” 

A few years ago, Sally developed breast cancer and had quite a torrid 

time of it.  She went through chemo, an operation and a lot more and of 

course she lost all her hair. 

Sally’s husband, Mark is a quiet, inconspicuous accountant. Balding, 

tubby and with glasses he is not exactly the knight in shining armour 

type. But he is Sally’s knight in shining armour because he stood by her 

every step of the way. 

When she worried about her hair falling out and wore a cap at night, he 

told her she looked just fine.  

“He’s very unobservant,” she once confided laughingly.  “When I told 

him I was worried that my hair coverings looked awful he shrugged it off 

and told me that he hadn’t really noticed.” 

Sally’s children were very supportive too but it was Mark who saw her 

through the nights and in his quiet way he carried her through it.   

With Mark’s help, Sally came through her ordeal with flying colours.  

And when some time later I asked her how she had managed to cope 

with everything, her eyes misted over. “It was the power of love,” she 

said simply and I believed her. 



You see, love doesn’t always come to you in a flash of lightening or as 

a knight in shining armour on a white horse.  Sometimes true love 

appears to you in the shape of a short balding guy with glasses.  

But that doesn’t make it any less real. Because true love isn’t about 

fanfare and neon lights.  It’s about being there for your partner in good 

times and in bad. It’s about unwavering loyalty and support – not 

because you have to – but because you want to. Like two birds that 

mate forever, it’s the faithful bond of two souls. 

So let’s get to it and try to find out if your current boyfriend has the 

qualifications that could make him Mr Right. 

 

Is he Mr Right? 

Let’s put this a better way.  Is he right for you?  

I have no doubt that you know either a friend or a family member who is 

at present in a good relationship with a really nice guy. You may think 

that he is the perfect partner for your friend; but for some reason he is 

the last person you would consider as a boyfriend for yourself. 

So even though you think he’s great for your friend he doesn’t fit the bill 

for you. 

It’s easy to be objective about your friend’s relationship – you can see 

that they are a good fit.  But when it comes to choosing your own mate 

why are you so uncertain? 

The reason is that you are much more emotionally involved and it’s 

very difficult under such conditions to think objectively.  

When you are in the throes of a relationship how can you possibly know 



if you are making the right choice?  

Well help is at hand.  

You see, there are some leading questions that you should be asking 

yourself about your partner and your relationship. And it’s probably a 

good guess to say that you haven’t considered them.   

The reason is obvious. In the excitement of the moment you either 

haven’t thought about them seriously or you don’t know which 

questions to ask. Or even worse – you have been too afraid to ask 

them! 

But ask them you should because they will clarify things for you and 

save you from heartache further down the line. And simply by asking 

them it will make you realize that you can and should be in control of 

your destiny.    

The following section will help you to study and examine your 

relationship and give you a much better idea of the direction it is taking – 

or should be taking.   

So let’s dive in with the very first and most obvious question. 

Physical Attraction 

This is all about the initial impression he made on you and the first thing 

that you will have noticed about him. However - although first 

impressions set the tone they are not the be-all and end-all of a 

relationship.  

Nevertheless, his physical appearance will either have made you sit up 

and take notice or it would have made you realize at first glance that he 

is simply not for you. 

Remember that physical attraction is not always immediate. Sometimes 



the more you get to know the finer qualities of your boyfriend the more 

he becomes attractive in your eyes. 

At any rate, if you find him physically attractive you have passed an 

important hurdle and we can move on to the finer details.   

 

How Considerate is he? 

In the beginning men can be very attentive with regard to every little 

thing but this often wears off.  After a while the roses and chocolates 

only come on special occasions and not  every day! That is just a fact of 

life.   

Boxes of chocolates can never be a substitute for real consideration. 

So let’s not worry too much if he forgets the chocolates and flowers 

although they are always acceptable. What you really need to be 

looking at are the important things that will last.  

Is he aware of how you feel and if so, does he consider your feelings? 

Is he thoughtful and does he anticipate your needs? 

Is he there for you when you are confronted with a problem at work?  

Of course we are looking at this from your point of view and its 

important that you should feel considered and pampered. But it’s also 

important to bear in mind that consideration is a two-way stream. You 

cannot expect him to be caring about you if you don’t reciprocate by 

being attentive and considerate too. Consideration breeds 

consideration. If your partner is thoughtful and caring about you, it 

would imply that you are caring about him too.  

 



Are you the Centre of his World? 

Does your boyfriend make you feel important when you are out in a 

crowd with his  friends? Does he go out of his way to  include you or do 

you feel like an outsider? 

You should never be made to feel that you take second place to his 

friends or his interests or his sporting activities. In fact you should never 

even be required to put this to the test. 

At the same time you should be tolerant of his interests and try to learn 

something about them yourself. But inwardly you should feel confident 

that if you were to put him to the test he would give up all other things 

for you.  

Some questions to ask: 

 Does he make you feel that you are the most important person in 

his world? 

 Does he put your interests before his own or do his interests 

always come first?  

 Does he listen to what you have to say and treat your opinion 

with respect? 

 Does he allow or encourage you to take centre stage at a party or 

dinner – or does he grab most of the attention for himself?  

Remember that the pattern that you set now will become the standard 

for the future.  In fact it will even become more ingrained as time goes 

by. So if you have to set some standards, do so now.  Later will be too 

late. 

 



Is he tolerant of your little quirks? 

A tolerant partner is a wonderful asset to any relationship!  

You can consider yourself truly fortunate if your partner is not unduly 

critical or judgemental - he’ll be a lot easier to live with. Not only that - 

he will be able to see things from your point of view – an awesome 

attribute that you should not under-estimate. 

It also means that your partner will have a more relaxed approach and 

that he will be more accepting of your little quirks and cute 

idiosyncrasies - all within reason of course – so don’t push him too far! 

 

Is he committed to you? 

Many women give up about expecting a commitment from their 

boyfriends even before they have started a relationship. They are 

scared of rocking the boat by asking for too much.  

Gone are the days when women were entitled to expect an 

engagement ring at the end of a courtship. 

Today they take it as a compliment when they are invited to move in 

with their boyfriends - an invitation that is often accepted with tears of 

joy!  

And with that, a woman gives up her last trump card because there’s 

usually a tacit agreement that there’s no guarantee of an engagement 

ring at the end of the “apprenticeship” either. So there’s no goal in sight.   

From there on it’s uphill all the way. How can she dream up a romantic 

future while cleaning up after last night’s party and taking out the trash? 

Is it any surprise when romance flies out of the window? 



It’s a strange peculiarity of human nature that anything that comes too 

easily goes unappreciated.   

Make it too easy for a guy and he will soon lose interest.  And you can’t 

even blame him.  It’s human nature and it’s inevitable. 

In the olden days of chivalry a man had to work pretty hard to win the 

hand of a lady. Men were put through difficult, unenviable tasks to 

prove their worth and the seriousness of their intentions.  

Literature is full of tales about suitors having to perform impossibly 

difficult tasks before even being permitted to court their future brides. 

It stands to reason that a suitor would have to be totally committed to 

the relationship if he was prepared to “kill dragons” in order to win the 

heart and hand of his lady. 

In the Bible, Jacob had to labour on his uncle’s farm for fourteen long 

years before he was allowed to marry his beloved Rachel. Theirs was a 

romance to beat all romances – because Jacob was committed. 

Obviously relationships like this are rare these days. But true love does 

demand some type of commitment. 

Even if you don’t expect your boyfriend to kill dragons for you - would 

he persevere through hardships and setbacks to win your love and 

trust? What lengths would he go to for you?  

It’s something to think about. 

The Dreaded Commitment Phobia 

If your boyfriend suffers from that dreaded relationship condition known 

as “commitment phobia” it’s vital for you to learn about it as soon as 

possible. 



But before we go into that here’s an additional question to ask. Why is 

commitment so important?  

The answer is that it’s important for the stability of your relationship – it 

provides you with a sense of security. And it brings mutual trust into 

your relationship. 

Unfortunately, today more than ever you’ll find that there are a lot of 

men who avoid commitment. And sometimes we find ourselves in the 

unenviable position of having to face and deal with this difficult 

situation. 

So what can you do if he’s one of those free spirits who simply moves 

around you like a butterfly and refuses to be pinned down?  

How can you tell if he truly has commitment phobia? And if he has, is 

there anything you can do about it? 

There are several ways for you to find out about his attitude to 

commitment – mostly through hints that will be dropped here and there.  

But here’s the thing: it’s important for you to recognize the various signs 

for what they are.  It’s no use bluffing yourself or sweeping these clues 

under the carpet and ignoring them until it is too late. 

Of course you are not expected to spend your time in suspicious mode 

constantly looking for clues with a magnifying glass.  We’re talking 

about a sensible approach here - an awareness that you will need to 

cultivate once you feel you have reason for concern.  

A lot of signals slip out during conversations. Arguments in particular 

are loaded with clues and inferences. Take note of them. 

With these things in mind, here are some leading questions to ask 

yourself.  



Not only will they alert you to some of the warning signs of commitment 

phobia; they will also help you to think objectively about the direction 

your relationship is taking. 

 

10 Questions to ask yourself about his Commitment 

to you 

 Does the idea of Marriage frighten him and does he back off 

every time the M-word is mentioned even in casual discussions?  

 Does he often say that he cannot see himself settling down with 

one woman?  If so, this is not a mere hint.  It’s a red flag.    

 Does he often tell you that he has to do a lot of travelling for his 

work? Or does he often say that his work requires him to work 

late at the office? Another warning sign! 

 Does he often choose to go out with “the boys” to places where 

you are not included? 

 Does he have a long list of short relationships?  Because if he 

has, yours may be the very next one to join his list. 

 If he keeps mentioning that he needs his space, take it seriously 

as a sign that he is not thinking seriously about spending more 

time with you. 

 Also take note if he starts to complain that you are too 

demanding without being sufficiently specific. But make sure that 

he doesn’t have a genuine case against you before you are 

tempted to accuse him of being unfair. 

 And here’s a tricky one: If he says that he needs to make 



changes in his life so that he can get away from it all, can you be 

quite sure that he isn’t trying to get away from you? 

 Does he make excuses about introducing you to his parents or 

does he keep putting it off? 

 And finally, if he keeps hinting that he isn’t sure if things are going 

to work out between you – take it as a sign that commitment to 

you is not on his immediate horizon! 

If you have answered these questions as accurately and as objectively 

as possible, you will have a good idea about your boyfriend’s 

commitment to you.  

If you feel that things are not quite what they should be, don’t throw up 

your hands in despair. Decide if he is worth the effort or not.  Then keep 

your cool and work out a careful plan of action.  

 

Can you depend on him? 

In short, is he there for you when you need him?  

Can you rely on him to come through for you when you have a problem 

or will he bail out at the first sign of difficulty?  Will he stay the course 

with you in good times and in bad? 

Obviously you won’t be able to answer these questions with any degree 

of certainty right now – you can’t project into the future.  But judging 

from his behaviour towards you when you are stressed, you will be able 

to get a pretty good idea of his dependability. 

For example, if you are in bed with a bout of flu, does he go off to play 

golf with his pals or hang out with the boys at the pub and only return 

when you are feeling better?  Or will he find the time to go to the 



chemist and pick up your medication for you?  

These are things that speak more than words and they can soon tell 

you if you can depend on him or not. 

 

Do you have fun together?  

It’s so important to have fun together. Laughter and fun can lift any 

relationship and make it special. That light-hearted feeling of happiness 

should not be reserved purely for holidays and special occasions.  

There are so many ways to share some fun and light-heartedness in 

your relationship.   

Make a list right now of the things that you enjoy doing together – things 

that provide you with those important fun-filled moments. 

Do your ever go for a run together, or go bicycle riding, or cook a meal 

together or take dancing lessons?  Would your boyfriend be game for 

some of these things? 

It may seem like an effort at first and you may have to set aside special 

times for this but the pay-off could be huge. Strange how we tend to 

forget to take advantage of the simple things that can be so rewarding. 

 

Is he Generous and Thoughtful?   

Generosity is an important element for a happy and successful 

relationship. When partners are generous and thoughtful towards one 

another it keeps a relationship strong and alive.  

Naturally it isn’t merely about the giving of lavish presents – though who 



would argue with that?  

Of course it’s wonderful to receive presents and you should enjoy every 

minute of it. But over and above being generous with regard to material 

things is the more imortant generosity of spirit.  

Generosity of spirit is about showing kindness and tolerance. It’s about 

being unselfish and compassionate.  

A person who is generous of spirit is never small-minded.  Rather he 

assumes the best in people and is seldom judgemental.  

Generosity of spirit is about being caring. It’s about showing 

consideration and concern for others. And so a genuine indication of 

your partner’s thoughtfulness is that he will care about your welfare and 

your happiness.  

If you partner has a generous heart he will always look for and see the 

good in you. He will be happy for you when you succeed and support 

you in times of need.  

Generosity of spirit can be revealed in many little ways too. For 

example, your partner may like making you coffee in the morning or 

getting you a book that he knows you will enjoy. Little acts of kindness 

likle these show you that he cares. They make you feel valued and 

appreciated. They also show love and respect. 

 

The Importance of Honesty in your Relationship.  

People often talk about the importance of honesty in their relationships.  

But how many couples really practice it? How many of us are truly 

honest with one another? 

To some people, honesty is just a word to which they merely pay lip 



service. And so it is often one of the first things to fall by the wayside 

during an argument. 

But honesty in a relationship is such an important value that you should 

do everything in your power to keep it alive. The health and longevity of 

your relationship depends on it. 

When you think about it - what is love without trust? 

The real value and raison d’être of honesty in a relationship is that it 

inspires trust.  Trust and sincerity.  If we don’t have trust and sincerity in 

our relationships all kinds of mayhem can break loose. 

If you can’t trust the person who is closest to you, you won’t be able to 

rely on him in times of stress or in a crisis.  

If you are filled with doubt and don’t trust your partner your relationship 

will not be able to survive for very long. This is clearly not the type of 

foundation on which to build a lasting relationship. 

So yes, honesty in a relationship is vitally important because it gives 

you the assurance that you can depend on the person you love. It 

removes doubt and makes you feel safe and secure. After all, that is 

what love is based on. 

Ask any couple with a long and successful relationship what they base 

their success on and you’ll find that nine times out of ten the answer will 

include some aspect of trust and honesty. 

 

Do you have similar interests?  

It’s important that the person you want to be with leads a type of 

lifestyle that is compatible with yours. You will want to enjoy the same 

kind of entertainment, listen to music that appeals to both of you and 



generally have similar interests. 

Give some thought to the type of work your boyfriend does including his 

interests and hobbies. Do his various activities appeal to you or do they 

bore you or even irritate you? 

And if you do see yourself becoming involved in one or more of his 

interests, will he include you? Or will he want to attend sporting events 

and activities only with his male friends? 

Clearly you should both be free to pursue your own interests but it’s 

also important that you should have some things in common. 

Do you share the same Values? 

Shared interests are great.  If you both enjoy outdoor activities, similar 

music and the same kind of entertainment you obviously have a lot in 

common but it isn’t the same thing as having the same values.   

Values go much deeper. They’re about honesty, integrity, loyalty, 

respect and observance of duties to parents and family.  

Take a careful look at the things in your life that you think are the most 

important to you because in some way they will be related to your 

values.   

And precisely because these issues are so important to you they say a 

lot about you and are indicative of the type of person that you are. In 

fact, they set the stage for your behaviour and your actions.  

In the same way, your future partner’s values will tell you a lot about 

him too. 

For example, if adventure is his most important priority he will sacrifice 

certain aspects of his life to go on that mountaineering expedition. 

Or if he has chosen running as his main priority.  He will put every fibre 



of his being into preparing for that important marathon even to the 

extent of neglecting you or his family for the duration of that training. 

If he has as his main priority his family, friends and  relationships, his 

actions and behaviour will be directed towards making the important 

people in his life happy and secure. He will consider this when making 

important decisions and other things will take second place.  

We all have our own sets of values and priorities. And because we are 

all different our values are unique to us.   

It’s important to understand your own values too if you hope to have 

compatibility in your relationship. If you want to know more about your 

values, ask yourself: What are the most important things in my life? 

Then write them down. 

Here are some suggestions of values in no particular order.  

 

 Health  

 Sport and outdoor activities 

 Love 

 Happiness 

 Security 

 Wealth and material benefits 

 Success 

 Adventure 

 Peace 



 Family friends and Relationships 

 Work and profession 

 Learning and studying 

 Enjoyment, fun and entertainment 

 Status 

 Marriage 

If you want to know what your priorities are, list these values in order of 

their importance to you.  

Once you have your list written down and sorted you will have a much 

better idea of your values and your priorities.  

There is no one perfect set of priorities because they change over time.  

What you place at the top of your list today could very well land up 

somewhere near the bottom in a few years’ time after you have 

achieved your goal. 

For example marriage could be top of your list right now.   But in ten 

year’s time once you are happily married, other priorities will have 

taken over. 

Bear in mind that values and priorities can change throughout the 

course of your life.  There comes a stage when rather than seek fun 

and entertainment you will want to consider your health as the most 

important priority.  

Or if you have already made your millions you may want to sit back and 

enjoy a life of peace and quiet – or go on the adventure you have 

always coveted. 

In short, you can discover a great deal about yourself and your partner 



by listing and examining your values and your priorities. 

Once you have thought about your own values and priorities, go 

through the same process to discover the important issues that your 

partner holds dear.  It stands to  reason that many of them should be in 

agreement with yours.  You don’t necessarily want them to be identical 

but there should be some healthy compatibility in this area. 

 

What are his Best and Worst Qualities?   

It’s highly possible that you have only thought about one or two of his 

best qualities. But if you brainstorm and write them down you will 

probably find many more.  

Make a list of them.  It doesn’t help much to do this mentally – it’s far 

better if you can write them down so that you can see them in black and 

white.   

Then when you have listed all his good qualities make a 

comprehensive list of the things you don’t like about him.  Can you live 

with these qualities?  

By writing all this down it will help you to look at his good and bad 

qualities in an objective way.  

This simple yet effective exercise will help you to avoid the pitfall of 

seeing everything through your emotions.  

 

Is he Romantic? 

You’ll certainly want to know if there is a romantic side to his nature.  A 

romantic man knows instinctively how to keep the mystique in a 



relationship alive.  

It isn’t as if he needs to buy you expensive jewellery every other day; 

it’s the little thoughts that show you that he is thinking of you - thoughts 

such as a phone call from work in the middle of the day; or a reminder 

of your special song.  

A single flower or a bar of chocolate could do the trick.  He could even 

make a booking for a girlie movie that he knows you want to see or 

arrange a surprise getaway from the office for a day.  

These little gestures show you that he hasn’t forgotten you even when 

he has a lot of other things on his mind.   

And let’s face it – there isn’t a woman on earth who isn’t in need of a 

little re-assurance once in a while. 

But even more importantly, he should be able to express his feelings so 

that you know where you stand in your relationship.  

 

Religious and Cultural Differences 

When two people first fall in love, their religions are not always top of 

mind.  

Nevertheless, this is a rather important matter for you to consider. The 

fact is that the more you have in common, the more you can be sure of 

having a stable relationship.  The couple with similar religious beliefs 

have a better chance of success than a couple with different religions.   

If you have different religions or different cultural backgrounds it is 

almost guaranteed that there will be times in the future when certain 

disagreements will come to the surface. Weddings, holidays and family 

get-togethers are often a time when cultural and religious traditions 



come to the fore.  

It is simply a fact that backgrounds and cultures play a significant role in 

relationships and this will often increase with time. 

Even if you both have the same religion there can still be areas of 

conflict to overcome if he is a lot more religious than you are.  Or the 

other way round. You would be well advised to come to some sort of 

mutual arrangement in this regard if you want things to run smoothly.   

So before you take the plunge and decide to take your relationship to 

the next level, think about it and discuss what your religions mean to 

you and to your respective families.   

It could mean making a number of compromises and if you can decide 

on these beforehand it could make life a lot easier for both of you in the 

future.  

Are successful unions for people with different religions always fraught 

with problems?  

Of course not. 

If you are both tolerant and giving, many differences can be overcome.  

It’s just a lot easier to start off with similar backgrounds. It reduces the 

chance of conflict in the future when it comes to the religious education 

of your children.   

Cultural or religious differences don’t have to be a complete turn-off.  

There are many stable marriages where couples have come to 

workable arrangements. In such cases these couples looked for 

elements within their faiths that they could both respect. They did not 

necessarily give up their faiths but learnt to respect one another’s faiths 

and even learnt from them. 

If you intend building a home and family together, religion and cultural 



traditions can be very important. The future stability of your marriage 

and the happiness of your future children could very well depend on the 

decisions that you make now. So it is important. 

The bottom line?  You don’t want your attitudes to religion to be a 

cause of friction so work these things out to your mutual satisfaction 

before you become completely involved. 

 

The Balance between Confidence and Courtesy 

You want your man to be confident and effective in real life situations.  

But at the same time, you don’t want him to be too controlling or 

dogmatic.   

There must be a happy balance. He should be self-assured but not 

bossy. He needs to be competent and confident but not overbearing. 

Do people attend to him politely and directly when he takes his car to 

be serviced or when he goes to the bank? And does he treat people 

politely and courteously in return?  

When you have an evening out at a restaurant does he get good 

service and does he talk to the waiter politely?  

These are some of the things that you would be well-advised to notice 

because they reveal a lot about him.   

 

What turns you on? 

If all women were attracted to the same type of man there would soon  

be a serious shortage of marriageable men. Fortunately not all women 

make a rush for the most powerful, handsomest or richest of men. 



Some women go for intellect, others prefer well-built muscular types, 

yet others go for the more sensitive types with artistic personalities and 

so on. 

There are some women who find themselves attracted to powerful men 

who seem to have an aphrodisiacal effect on them and it is sometimes 

difficult for the onlooker to understand exactly why this is so.  

They seem to disregard what most would regard as conventional good 

looks and make a beeline for power .  

Think of the many examples of beautiful film stars who have chosen 

short balding men. I’m sure you can think of a few specific cases as you 

read this.  

Jackie Kennedy (later Onassis) is one example of someone who went 

for powerful men. Her first husband was young and handsome, the 

second not so young and handsome! But both of them were two of the 

most powerful men in the world. 

So yes, power has a magnetic attraction for a lot of women. 

Then there are other women who are more influenced by a potential 

mate’s physical appearance. But of course what is physically attractive 

to one is not necessarily attractive to another. 

As you know, good looks alone do not mean that a man is right for you. 

A truly handsome man can be shallow and conceited and thoroughly 

spoilt.  

The bottom line is that you need to know what attracts you to a man.  Is 

it his good looks, his moneymaking ability, his sporting prowess or his 

power? 

This is something that you should think about carefully. There is no one 

correct answer – it differs for all kinds of people but you should at least 



get to know yourself and understand what it is that turns you on about 

men.  

 

What sort of temperamemt does he have?  

Is he able to control his emotions and keep his cool? Or does he get 

hostile and aggressive when he is angry? 

Is he quick or slow to anger? Does he hold grudges?  When he is angry 

does the mood pass quickly or does he hold on to it and bring up his 

resentments weeks or even months later.   

Is he even-tempered or is he moody?  Tempers come in different 

degrees of intensity and if severe they can damage a relationship 

irrevocably. Sadly, it sometimes happens that a violent temper can be 

well concealed behind a charming exterior. So be aware of all this as 

an uncontrollable temper can be a serious romance and relationship 

breaker.  

These are important matters for you to think about carefully. You need 

to know about them well before you become too emotionally involved 

and before it becomes too difficult for you to extricate yourself from the 

relationship.   

 

Your Relationship and his Career 

You can learn a great deal about your boyfriend from the type of work 

that he does. A man’s work often defines him.  

It is possible that your boyfriend’s profession could have a bigger 

impact on your relationship than you would like to believe. Some 



professions, by their very nature, include difficult working conditions.  

If your man has to work long hours with long shifts at night, will you be 

able to handle it?  If he is a doctor or a fireman and gets called out in 

the middle of the night and stays out till dawn, will you be able to cope 

with it? Or does he have to travel so that you are apart for weeks or 

even months at a time?  

On the other hand, if he happens to be a computer geek who works all 

night and sleeps all day; can you come to terms with that or will his 

unusual hours eventually get to you and irritate you?  

These are just a few examples of situations that you will have to come 

to terms with if your partner is in a profession that could make 

unacceptable demands on you. Demands that could have a negative 

impact on your relationship. 

And another thing; presuming that you are ok with his type of work or 

career, will he be as accepting of your own career as you are of his?  

Or will he expect you to take a back seat and put your career on hold? 

Does he recognize that you also have an area of expertise and that it is 

important to you?  

And lastly, you will need to know if he is successful in his work or 

profession. At the end of the day you will want to know if he is able to 

support you and possibly a family - or if he is at least willing to do so.  

Let’s face it, these are essential things to consider and come to terms 

with before you make important decisions about the future of your 

relationship. 

 



His Mental Attitude   

Your boyfriend’s real age is not the most important issue.  Some people 

can be old at 20 and young at 70. What really matters is his outlook on 

life and his mental attitude. It’s all about his joie de vivre - his joy of 

living. 

A zest for life is one of the most attractive qualities that anyone can 

have. It’s a joyful quality that can be infectious in a very good way. 

Only you can tell if he is fun to be with or if you tend to find his company 

dull and boring. 

  

Tips to win his heart 

The song, “One Enchanted Evening” has a memorable line with some 

excellent advice: 

“Once you have found him never let him go!”  

Great Advice! So here are four ways that should help you not only to 

find your Mr Right but also to keep him so that he’ll never want to go.  

 Share your feelings 

 Learn to listen 

 Pay him a compliment once in a while 

 Take advantage of your personality differences 



 

Share your Feelings 

If you want to have a meaningful relationship you need to be able to 

discuss matters that are important to both of you. In fact, the best way 

to ensure the longevity of your relationship is through sincere and  open 

communication!  

Real communication in a relationship is about discussing the things that 

are important to both of you. And this means sharing your thoughts and 

feelings. 

If you can only discuss trivial things it shows that you may be skirting or 

even avoiding the deeper side of your relationship. 

Unfortunately, for some people communicating on a deeper level is 

very difficult. They can chatter endlessly about the food they enjoy or 

movies they have seen or the latest headlines in the news. 

But they clam up when it comes to discussing their deeper feelings.   

By sharing your feelings, thoughts and ideas with your partner you are 

feeding and nurturing your relationship. It’s the best way for you to grow 

and sustain your relationship in a meaningful way. 

Effective communication is the lifeline of your relationship. Cut off this 

lifeline and your relationship won’t be able to survive.  

If there is no sharing of ideas and thoughts, your relationship will 

weaken. It will start to dry up like a plant that withers when it receives 

no food and water. 

Men are particularly shy about sharing the things that affect them 

emotionally.  



Do you know the very best way to encourage your boyfriend to share 

his feelings? 

The secret is - by being a willing listener! 

 

Learn to Listen  

Knowing how to listen is an art. 

I don’t mean listening as in “obey.”  I mean listening as in the best part 

of “hear.” 

When last did you really listen with concentration to what your mate 

was talking about? In fact, on reflection, when last did anyone really 

listen to you? 

The world is such a frenetic place today with all its distractions that in 

pure self-defence we have switched off our ability to hear. And so we 

only listen with half an ear. 

But there is a real art to listening properly that only a few people have 

mastered. Those who do know how to listen properly have tapped into 

a secret source of power. The power to influence. And indeed, it is a 

very special power.  

They understand that the real art of listening is not only about listening 

to the words – it’s about listening to the real message whether it is 

spoken or unspoken.  Listening in a way that shows that you care and 

are willing to be involved. 

Real listening is about empathy and truly trying to hear the underlying 

message. 

Do you know why listening with sincerity is so powerful for you?  



It’s because if you are a sincere listener you will be in posession of the 

magic key to your man’s heart.  

Glamour and good looks attract attention and are important assets for 

any girl but they cannot compete with the girl who listens because she 

has the biggest advantage of all.   

You see, not only will she get her man – she’ll also keep him. 

 

A Compliment can work Wonders 

A sincere and well-chosen compliment can work wonders in your 

relationship. 

It’s a simple fact! Compliments can and do work like magic. 

But have you noticed how difficult some people find it to give a 

compliment?  They simply don’t have any appreciation of the magic that 

a compliment can wield. It’s as if they’re scared that a compliment will 

be misconstrued and regarded as flattery. 

In the early days of a relationship while couples are dating, 

compliments come thick and fast. But then as they become more 

familiar with one another they start taking one another for granted and 

begin to think that compliments are unnecessary. Big Mistake! 

They forget that the real secret to keeping a relationship alive is by 

showing a genuine interest in one another. Giving a genuine 

compliment now and then is one of the best ways to show your interest. 

Not only that, a well-timed and sincere compliment is a sign of 

appreciation. That is why it will always be well received. 

Many people feel that simply thinking well of someone is good enough 



and that it is unnecessary to voice how they feel.  They seem to think 

that their partners will know automatically what they are thinking. 

Unfortunately, relationships don’t work that way. The truth is that we all 

need to be reminded now and then that we are recognized and 

appreciated for who we are. A sincere compliment is one of the best 

ways to show it.  

The saying goes that we never regret the things we said as much as 

the things we left unsaid. And the sad thing about being afraid to give 

compliments is that when the moment has passed it doesn’t come 

again. 

The inability to express appreciation sets up an emotional barrier. And 

the more we block our feelings the more it becomes an intractable 

habit. 

If you think you may be suffering from this type of emotional block try 

this simple experiment. 

At the very first opportunity, comment about something pleasant you 

have noticed about your partner.  It doesn’t have to be an over the top 

expression of undying love. Just mention something that you have 

noticed and like. It can be the simplest thing. 

Then take note of the expression on your partner’s face. If you see that 

it has gone down well you can try it again on another occasion. 

A compliment can truly work wonders and the effect on your partner’s 

mood and on your own can be magical. 

Remember that it’s very easy to be critical.  When you are being critical 

you are looking for and pointing out someone’s shortcomings. But when 

you are being complimentary it means that you have looked for and 

found something good and positive. 



Don’t ever be afraid to give a sincere compliment. It will make your 

loved one feel very special.    

 

Take advantage of your Personality Differences 

It’s important to realize that your personality plays a very important role 

in your relationship. It affects your relationship in more ways than you 

can imagine. The fact is that every relationship is built around the 

dynamics of personality. And your own relationship is no different.  

It follows that the quality of your relationship depends on and is a result 

of the interaction of both your personalities. It’s easy to see how this 

happens. 

If you and your partner have laid-back temperaments it’s more than 

likely that you will enjoy a somewhat smooth relationship.  Your 

relationship will have been shaped by the blending of your calm 

personalities. 

On the other hand, if you and your partner are excitable and volatile 

you will no doubt end up with a rather fiery relationship!  So yes, the 

dynamics of your personalities will most certainly have a significant 

influence on your relationship. 

Of course couples don’t always have identical personalities. Nor is it 

always desirable for them too be too similar. Every healthy relationship 

needs a certain amount of variety and even some challenges. 

Differences in outlook can actually strengthen a relationship by making 

it more interesting and even spicing things up a bit.  

But that having been said, as with everything else, extremes should be 

avoided where possible. You would not want to be embroiled in a 

relationship that explodes regularly with volcanic-like eruptions. 



 

How to manage your insecurities 

We are all subject to various insecurities. Some of them can even 

appear to be rather charming if it is your aim to be seen as a somewhat 

defenceless female. But the truth is that in today’s world we have to 

show and use whatever strengths we have at our disposal.  

Mostly we recognize them for what they are. And we can either handle 

them or avoid them where possible. Simply put; if you hate lifts you can 

choose to use the staircase.  

However, some of our insecurities are often imperceptible to us - which 

makes them even more threatening to our emotional equilibrium. In 

particular they can have a detrimental effect on our relationships. 

There are many types of insecurites to which we are all susceptible in 

varying degrees - some more serious than others. But there are two 

insidious ones that we tend to gloss over and even ignore but it’s 

important to take note of them because they can be particularly 

damaging to our relationships. They are: 

Over-sensitivity and an excess of self-criticism  

The Dangers of Over-Sensitivity 

Isn’t it interesting how we all think of ourselves as sensitive souls?  

Ask someone if she is sensitive and in two seconds she will regale you 

with stories of her various sensitivities. It never fails. 

Or ask a macho truck driver if he thinks of himself as a sensitive 

individual. He’ll probably laugh it off at first but if you persist, he’ll 

eventually let slip that he was actually misunderstood in his youth. Or 

that no one sees through his blunt manner which in actual fact he uses 



to protect himself from being hurt. 

Strange how many sensitive people there are in the world! 

Don’t get me wrong! Sensitive people are the salt of the earth.  They 

are receptive to other people’s feelings. They understand and 

appreciate where other people are coming from and they are careful 

not to tread on any toes. 

Sensitivity can be a great asset – particularly where interpersonal 

relationships are concerned. A sensitive person is usually a good 

listener who can easily put herself into someone else’s shoes and lend 

a sympathetic ear with kindness and deep understanding. 

But here’s the problem: we tend to confuse sensitivity with over-

sensitivity. 

Over-sensitivity is very different from the caring, receptive type of 

sensitivity we all lay claim to. 

Over-sensitivity can be a huge complication especially when it comes 

to relationships because it provides fertile ground for all kinds of 

misunderstandings.  

Over-sensitive people imagine that others are out to hurt them. They 

are easily offended and take criticism personally. In fact, they feel that 

they are living targets for criticism and take exception to anything that 

has the slightest hint of disapproval.  Mostly you have to treat them with 

kid gloves. 

The truth of the matter is that over-sensitive people are their own worst 

enemies.  And they have a particularly hard time of it in their 

relationships. They are always imagining slights which they tend to fan 

into conflicts because they are so easily insulted. It’s as if they were 

born with ultra-sensitive genes. 



If you have to deal with an over-sensitive person you have to 

appreciate that he or she will find it difficult to change. And if your 

boyfriend is over-sensitive you will have to be very tactful with him. Find 

out what his major sensitivities are and realize that you will have to be 

extra understanding when it comes to dealing with issues that are hot 

buttons for him. 

And if you are ultra-sensitive yourself it’s important to recognize it 

before you spoil every beautiful friendship that you have.  

So the question you need to answer is – are you too sensitive for your 

own good? 

Think about it. 

 

The Problem with being too self-critical 

Obviously there are occasions when you need to be self-critical. A 

certain amount of self-criticism is healthy if you want to lead a balanced 

and productive life. 

But being too critical of yourself is another matter altogether. When you 

are too hard on yourself it creates self-imposed limits on your growth as 

an individual.  

And when self-criticism is ingrained as a habit it increases and gets 

bloated as it feeds on every one of your negative thoughts and 

attitudes. 

Too much self-criticism breeds dissatisfaction. It makes you feel as if 

you are continually falling short of your goals. It immobilizes you and 

keeps you mired in a rut of frustration. 

And it doesn’t stop there because you eventually become a virtual slave 



to your critical inner voice that thrives on telling you that you’re not good 

enough. If you hear this mean little voice often enough you will accept 

and repeat its negative little mantra till it becomes a self-fulfilling 

prophecy. 

Not only that – your critical inner voice has a habit of taking over.  It 

thrives on holding you down and keeping you in your place. 

A continual re-enforcement of this type of negativity can only have one 

outcome – it will destroy your sense of self-worth and make you lose 

confidence in yourself. 

Loss of self-worth is bad enough but it’s as well to remember how 

damaging it can be to your relationship. The repercussions are 

considerable. 

So the bottom line is – if you fall into this category what can you do 

about it? 

 The first thing to do is to recognize that you have fallen into a 

trap of negativity. Recognition is an important step. 

 Then whenever you hear that mean little voice, turn it around 

on its head and repeat the exact opposite message to 

yourself.  If your little voice whines “I’m a bad public speaker” 

repeat three times to yourself; ” of course I can speak in public 

– even if I have to read it” 

 Try to give yourself an easy alternative.   That little “Even if” is 

an escape clause that helps to reduce the panic. 

 Remind yourself about something that you did really well – 

never mind how small – even if you have to go back to your 

childhood. 

 Above all remember that any one of your successes can be 



repeated.  If you did it once you can do it again. So don’t let 

that mean critical voice get the better of you. 

When Self-criticism leads to Self-deprecation 

Self-deprecation is even worse for your morale than self-criticism. It 

means that you actively run yourself down to yourself and to others. 

This is where you have to stop and think! Never belittle yourself! Never 

ever run yourself down! This is so  important that you need to set it up 

as a golden rule that you will never forget. 

Being too critical of yourself is sufficiently self-defeating. But actually 

belittling yourself and running yourself  down is much more damaging 

to your  morale and sense of well-being. 

If you run yourself down to others or even to yourself you will be 

actively creating a path to your own self-defeat.  And you will be 

handing yourself an inferiority complex on a platter. 

Bear in mind that every time you run yourself down you are sending out 

a message that you don’t believe in yourself.  And of course, the 

obvious question is:  if you don’t believe in yourself who will? 

If you continually belittle yourself  - even as a joke - not only will other 

people take you at your word and accept as fact what you have to say 

about yourself but your partner will too. 

But what is even worse; you will start to believe it yourself. And that is 

the most damaging part of all because the truth is that your continual 

self-abasement will ruin your confidence and self-esteem. You will stop  

reaching for your goals. You will start to expect less and less of yourself 

and you will become more and more ineffectual. 

Can you imagine the damage that this can do to you as well as to your 



relationship? 

You can’t expect your partner to keep on building you up when you are 

continually pulling yourself down. If you continually belittle yourself, 

your boyfriend can hardly be blamed for taking you at your word. He will 

reckon that there must be some truth in it if you have such a poor 

opoinon of yourself. 

So when you are given a compliment, accept it graciously and believe 

that you deserve it. Because you probably do. 

Low self-esteem and your relationship 

Some people feel the need to downplay their achievements in order to 

appear modest. But running yourself down and belittling yourself isn’t 

modesty. And it’s not humility either. It’s simply the shortest route to low 

self-esteem.  

There are many negative repercussions that result from low self-

esteem.  

People with low self-esteem probably do not realize that they are 

continually sending out negative signals that others are quick to pick 

up. Through their behaviour and actions they are demonstrating their 

feelings of worthlessness albeit in a sub-conscious way.  

The impact of low self-esteem on a relationship cannot be under-

estimated. If you think that you are not adding value to your relationship 

that negativity begins to morph into a sense of failure.  

That is why self-respect and a positive self-image are so important. And 

that is why you have to be constantly nurturing and fostering your own 

self-worth.  

 



How to Boost your Self-Esteem 

Below are 7 easy tips that you can use to help you grow your 

confidence and self-esteem. Even if you only try out one or two of them 

I’m sure you’ll find it makes a difference! 

And even if you don’t feel the impact at first, you will soon get into it and 

then you’ll begin to see a positive change in yourself. 

 

7  Tips to help you Boost your Confidence and Self-

esteem 

1. Walk tall and keep your head up. Not only will you look more 

confident but you will also feel better physically. 

2. Make eye contact with people when you speak to them.  People 

who avoid eye contact are immediately seen as insecure. 

3. Make a positive change in your appearance.  Change your 

hairstyle or buy a new outfit to give yourself new confidence. 

4. Do what you know is right for you and try not to compare yourself 

to others. 

5. Put aside your long list of intimidating goals for a while and 

concentrate on one particular goal for yourself that you know you 

are capable of achieving. Then go for it and you will see what a 

boost that will give you. 

6. Smile and try to mean it! 

7. If all else fails - fake it! Yes, simply pretend! Because if you can 

pretend to be self-assured your body language will automatically 



reflect greater confidence.  Not only will others see the change in 

you; you will genuinely start to feel it too.  

 

Try as many of these as you can comfortably manage – and above all, 

remember not to disparage yourself – either to yourself or to others. 

If you feel that you need a little help in this area because your self-

esteem has taken a dive check out my book “How to Find the Real 

You.” It could very well give you a push in the right direction. 

 

When your Relationship is in Trouble 

When our relationships are in trouble, we tend to concentrate on the 

things that are holding us apart.  We tend to become more critical of  

one another. Every little difference is magnified and we become 

disapproving of our partners if they don’t hold the same opinions as we 

do. 

There are so many reasons why a relationship can run into trouble. It’s 

often an accumulation of a lot of little things – with one or two big ones 

thrown in to really shake things up! 

When little things start to irritate us it’s often because we don’t agree 

about the big things. And because we hold conflicting views about the 

important things we begin to pull in opposite directions. 

You will notice that in every argument there is always an apparent 

reason and a hidden reason.  A quarrel is rarely based on the apparent 

reason alone. That’s just a cover for a deeper problem. 

The underlying problem often has to do with something that we don’t 
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want to bring into the open.  So this is where you should be looking if 

you want genuine and relevant answers about your relationship issues. 

Take careful note when your partner digs up things from the past 

because these are the things that are really bothering him deep down. 

Four Important Things to bear in mind: 

• Don’t be afraid to apologize 

• The implications of jealousy 

• Bullying is never acceptable 

• How to handle conflict.  

 

Don’t be afraid to Apologize 

If you find it difficult to  apologize you’re not alone. Most people have 

trouble apologizing and many find it one of the most difficult things to 

do. People simply don’t like to admit that they are wrong.  

There are some people who have such a block about apologising that 

they are completely unable to use the “S” word at all. Interestingly, it’s 

often due to an incident that goes back to early childhood. 

The truth is that learning how to say “Sorry” is one of the most important 

things to get right and yet it can also be emotionally challenging.  

The inability to apologize in an argument is what causes many a conflict 

to go on indefinitely.  It perpetuates the problem and it delays the 

healing process. 

Just think how dreadful it makes you feel when you know that you have 

been at fault but are unable to admit it.  You realize that your 



relationship is going to suffer and that there could be lasting 

repercussions but your pride gets in the way and you simply cannot 

bring yourself to admit that you were wrong. 

You understand intellectually that this is an important thing to get right. 

But emotionally you can’t bring yourself to say those very simple but 

extremely emotive words “I’m sorry!” 

The fact is that you know you’ll have to learn how at some time in your 

life. And the good news is that apologizing can be surprisingly easy if 

you go about it the right way. Many people have found that the inability 

to apologize is simply a bad habit that can be broken. 

And like all bad habits it only needs a little practice to get it right. 

But remember - bluffing won’t cut it! You have to be sincere. Because 

you have to make sure that your partner gets the message that you 

truly are contrite. 

On the other hand, you don’t have to grovel or demean yourself either.  

If you are not in the wrong and you are certain about it, there should be 

no pretences. There are times when righteous anger is appropriate and 

justified. 

But what do you do when you realize that by standing on your dignity 

you are actually damaging your relationship? 

The most effective thing to do is to try to put yourself in your partner’s 

shoes.  Try to reverse your roles in order to appreciate what your 

partner must be feeling. Once you have mentally switched roles you will  

see the argument in a new light.   

Remember that it takes a little practice and that the first time will be the 

most difficult. 

The best way to disarm someone in an argument is to break the 



impasse by apologizing suddenly.  Then wait and see what happens. 

In all likelihood your partner will be surprised and disarmed by your 

apology.  The effect should be almost instantaneous as the anger in the 

air dissipates like air going out of a balloon. Then simply watch how the 

cloud hanging over your relationship appears to evaporate.   

All you need to do is try it out.  Make a conscious attempt because an 

apology can be a real conflict breaker. It’s not all that complicated or 

difficult to do once you have made up your mind to try it. 

Instead of holding onto an argument and allowing grudges to grow, just 

think about how it’s in your hands to get your relationship back on track.  

And the best part is that it can work in next to no time. 

Don’t let apology phobia ruin a perfectly good relationship.  

The Implications of Jealousy 

A little bit of jealousy can be regarded as a compliment because it 

shows how important your relationship is to your partner.  

But if it gets out of hand it can be a sign of danger because it can 

indicate something much more serious that can threaten your future 

happiness.  

The Green Disguise 

Because jealousy often comes in disguise we seldom recognize it for 

what it really is.  And so we fail to understand the underlying causes of 

the problem. 

But even though we cannot see the causes, the effect can be 

devastating. 

It’s important to understand that there is always a cause for jealousy. 



The cause may appear to be unreasonable and trivial to us but it is 

always very real and top of mind to the jealous individual.  Sufficiently 

top of mind for it to create a problem. 

Jealousy is a type of Fear 

It may feel strange to think of jealousy as a fear. But that’s exactly what 

it is. It’s a fear that infiltrates and spreads through a relationship leaving 

distrust in its wake. 

One of the worst things about jealousy is that it causes us to lose trust 

in our partners. Eventually, it infiltrates every aspect of our lives leaving 

a feeling of insecurity and anxiety. 

We can go a long way towards dealing with this problem if we try to 

understand the jealous person by looking for the underlying causes of 

the jealousy . 

Think of how jealousy manifests in a little boy when he tries to tip his 

new baby sister out of her pram. 

He has ambivalent feelings of both love and resentment towards her 

and he doesn’t understand why he feels threatened by her.  He doesn’t 

really want to hurt her so he pretends that he while he was tipping the 

pram he was only trying to play with her. 

Can you call this behaviour a manifestation of fear? 

Certainly. Because underlying the little boy’s jealousy is his fear that he 

is about to lose the love of his parents. He worries that his mother and 

father will transfer their love from him to his little sister. Though his fear 

is subconscious, it is real to him and he takes action to  protect himself 

from the thing he fears most. 

Jealousy in a little boy is one thing but can you call it fear when a 



woman’s husband becomes abusive during a fit of jealousy? 

Yes you can. Because a jealous husband is also filled with fear.  He is 

inwardly terrified that his wife will leave him for someone else. He is too 

proud to admit that he has feelings of insecurity and although he tries to 

mask his anxieties they become manifest in his angry and hostile 

behaviour.    

He is both unwilling and unable to discuss the reasons for his fears but 

finds that he is unable to suppress them.   

He doesn’t seem to realize that his distrust will create unhappiness and 

distress for the woman he loves - as well as for himself. But in his 

obsession he starts to control her so relentlessly that she loses every 

vestige of personal freedom.  

His posessive behaviour threatens to destroy their relationship. And 

from that point on, his actions become more and more intolerable even 

to someone who loves him.  

His obsession does not excuse him from the damage that he inflicts.  It 

only helps us to understand where he is coming from. 

Unfortunately, where there is jealousy in a relationship, logic flies out of 

the window. Instead of devotion and affection we get distrust, 

resentment and anger.  Sometimes even physical abuse.  It can 

become an intolerable situation. 

If your partner’s jealousy has become compulsive and difficult for you to 

put up with you should realize that there is a strong possibility that it 

could become much worse over time. Think about this very carefully 

before you become too deeply involved and before it is too late. 

 



Bullying is never acceptable 

Has your boyfriend ever bulllied you or have you ever seen him being 

unkind to someone – even to an animal?  

If your boyfriend is inclined to bully you – or if he is selfish or 

inconsiderate about how you feel – it’s a problem that needs to be 

sorted out before you enter into any sort of commitment.   

This is not to say that your boyfriend will fall into this category. But it 

may just be helpful to find out if there is anything even a little dicey that 

you should know about.  

Take this seriously.  There are many women who find that they can’t 

get out of an abusive relationship once they are in it. 

You should also give some consideration to certain members of your 

boyfriend’s family who may be in a position to make life difficult for you. 

He may come from a very uptight or demanding family – a family where 

you may find it hard to fit in. Possibly his brothers or sisters haven’t 

taken to you kindly. 

Or he may have a mother whose only wish is to make your life a 

misery.  Many a relationship has floundered because of this. You have 

to know from the start what you will be up against.  

You also want to know that in the event of a family disagreement he will 

be able to extricate himself from his family’s apron strings to give you 

the support you need. 

 

Learn How to handle Conflict.  

A relationship plagued with arguments is not only depressing – it can 

also be demoralizing. But it doesn’t have to be that way. It doesn’t have 



to signify the end of a once beautiful friendship. 

Most of us don’t really know how we will react in a conflict.  When we 

are emotionally involved it’s difficult to be objective.  

That’s why it’s helpful to know something about your behaviour patterns 

because they predict how you are likely to react when conflict strikes.  

And strike it will! 

So what is your behaviour pattern when it comes to conflict? 

Do you forgive your partner readily and easily? And are you willing to 

make up quickly? Or do you bear grudges and carry them around with 

you in a mental “grudge basket?” A grudge basket is a convenient 

receptacle for holding grudges till you need to take them out to use 

during a disagreement! 

Do you sulk silently or do you rant and rave? If you tend to remain silent 

and introverted while your partner rants and raves you are clearly on 

separate pages emotionally. 

At some point in the argument do you say “you always …?” Try to avoid 

this as it’s a surefire recipe for broadening the argument. Don’t bring up 

things from the distant past. 

Try not to generalize but rather keep the argument specific.  When you 

start to bring in general complaints from a few years back, the 

argument deepens and gets out of hand. 

As you know, we are seldom calm and relaxed when it comes to 

emotional matters. But it’s advisable wherever possible to deal with 

serious differences of opinion when you can both be calm and 

objective. 

And don’t forget; a conflict resolved is a relationship strengthened. 



 

Making an Assessment 

Now that you have read this book, go through it again, this time with a 

pencil in hand. 

If you have printed the book, underline all the things that pertain to your 

own relationship. 

Now create two columns under the headings:  Positive and negative.  

Do this for yourself and for your boyfriend separately. 

Sort your notes under these two categories and you will come up with 

your own customized word picture of your boyfriend and your 

relationship.  It should give you a new perspective and a fresh 

approach towards your relationship. 

I hope your boyfriend turns out to be Mr Right and that your relationship 

turns out to be everything you ever wanted. And if there are some 

aspects that fall short in certain areas, at least you will be aware of 

them. In that way you will be able to make a wise and informed 

decision.  

Good luck! I sincerely hope that this book will help you to make the 

decisions that are right for you when choosing your Mr Right. 

 

The End 

 

The Role of Handwriting in Discovering 



Compatibility 

(You can skip this section if it is of no interest to you.) 

Readers of this book may know that I have been involved with 

handwriting analysis for many years. (See my website Graphology 

World) I have always maintained that a careful look at a couple’s 

handwriting can be effective in helping to isolate the causes of a variety 

of problems. 

The following section is a brief explanation of how handwriting analysis 

can be of assistance to you as a couple if you want to know more about 

your compatibility.  

I’m not suggesting that handwriting analysis is a panacea to solve all 

relationship problems. What I am saying is that you will get greater 

understanding and deeper insight into your relationship by comparing 

your personalities .  

If a scrutiny of your handwriting can do anything at all, it will certainly 

give you an overall understanding of both of your personalities.  Which 

is what you want because a relationship is all about the interaction and 

bond between two independent people. 

When you compare any two handwritings you get to look into the inner 

workings of that relationship – behind the scenes as it were. And as you 

compare the handwritings you start to get a clearer picture of the health 

of that relationship.  

Not only are you able to find new areas of compatibility you are also 

able to identify areas of possible friction. And when you know the main 

areas of disagreement you’ll be able to anticipate where problems are 

likely to  occur in the future. 

And no, this does not mean consulting a crystal ball.  This information 
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comes purely from the handwriting itself which holds the clues to many 

personality traits as well as to certain emotional problems. 

In the same way that we express our feelings by making facial and 

body movements, handwriting is an expression of our moods and 

emotions. The difference is that the movement is captured on paper.  

It’s like a photograph of your emotions. 

Think of an electrocardiogram that captures the pattern of your 

heartbeat on paper.  Similarly, your handwriting is a living trail of  

evidence that you subconsciously leave on paper  as you write.  

But technicalities aside, the important thing for you is that your 

handwriting and the handwriting of your partner holds clues that can 

give you a profound understanding of yourselves and your relationship. 

I have written in great detail about this in my book, Relationship 

Secrets. It shows you how to get into the specifics of any relationship 

by comparing the two handwritings. 

The bottom line is that conflict between you and your partner needn’t 

mean the end of a beautiful thing. If you can pinpoint your important 

personality differences and the elements of possible friction, you will 

have a completely new way of looking at your relationship. 

 

 

 

About the Author  

Sandra Fisher is a qualified Graphologist (handwriting analyst), teacher 

and writer with over 30 years’ experience in helping people to 
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understand their personalities, strengths and weaknesses.  

In her career she has compiled many individual personality profiles as 

well as compatibility studies advising couples about their relationships.   

With her books she hopes to open up this valuable source of  

information to encourage people to make more use of the benefits of 

graphology.  She believes that while Graphology provides you with the 

means for gaining insight into relationships it is also a skill that anyone 

can acquire to achieve personal growth.  

Other Books by the Author 

 

How to Find the Real You – The 7 Magic Keys to Self-discovery and 

personal growth. A  companion book to “Finding Mr Right.” In order to 

understand your relationship it’s essential to come to grips with your 

own personality too. “How to find the Real You” a new book and an 

easy read that will help you to uncover the secrets of your own 

personality.  

The Hidden Meaning of Handwriting A basic guide to Handwriting 

Analysis to give you a working knowledge of graphology. You will learn 

how to identify and interpret the clues in your own or any other 

handwriting.  
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Creating the Portrait How to create a personality profile. Find out how to 

put all the pieces together to create a personality portrait based on the 

clues identified in the handwriting. It is a step-by-step guide with a non-

fail method for creating meaningful personality profiles time and time 

again.  

The Mark of Genius How to identify intelligence, talent, giftedness and 

creativity in handwriting. The book contains handwriting samples of 

highly gifted people and shows you how to recognize intelligence, talent 

and creativity.   

Relationship Secrets How to identify compatibility problems in any 

relationship through handwriting. It shows you how to check and 

compare handwriting samples in order to gain a deeper understanding 

of the relationship. 

School Bullying Where there’s a bully, there’s always a victim.  But as 

with abuse it often happens that the victim won’t talk about it. This book 

shows you how to identify both bullies and victims from their 

handwriting. It also shows you how to deal with them according to their 

personality differences. 

A Graphology Showcase Brief articles, tips and advice about 

handwriting analysis from early issues of the popular online newsletter, 

"The Graphology Review."   
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Blogs and Websites 

 

You may find some of my blogs and websites interesting.  Explore them 

at your leisure and enjoy! 

Relationship World   http://www.Relationship-world.com/ 

Graphology World   http://Graphology-world.com/ 

Flower Pressing http://www.flowerpressing.com/   

Craft and Create   http://www.Craftandcreate.net/ 

Roses and Gardens   http://rosesandgardens.com/gardening/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact Details 

 

If you would like to contact me  

My website is Relationship World   http://www.Relationship-world.com/ 
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You can send a message to me at: Contact Sandra  I answer all 

messages personally. 

You can also connect with me through Twitter and Facebook at: 

Twitter: https://twitter.com/relationshipwld  

Facebook https://www.facebook.com/RelationshipWorld  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Disclaimer and Legal Stuff 

 

This ebook has been written to provide information with regard to 

relationships. In this respect it should be used as a general guide and 

not as a definitive or ultimate source of information. The author does 

not warrant that the information contained in this book is ideal for 

everyone or fully complete and shall not be responsible for any errors 

or omissions. The author shall have neither liability nor responsibility to 
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any person or entity with respect to any damage or injury caused or 

alleged to be caused directly or indirectly by this book.  

 

Copyright © 2014 –Sandra Fisher. 

 

All rights are reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced or 

transmitted in any form without the written permission of the author. 

This book may not be given away, sold or reprinted in any form. It is 

strictly for your use only.  

 


